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We present a spectroscopic study of nanocavities obtained by small modifications of a W1 waveguide in an AlN photonic crystal membrane. The AlN film containing GaN quantum dots is grown on silicon. The photonic crystal structure is defined by e-beam lithography and etched by inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching, while the membrane is released by selective etching of the silicon substrate. The room temperature photoluminescence of the embedded quantum dots reveals the existence of even-symmetry and odd-symmetry confined cavity modes and guided modes. Cavity mode quality factors up to 4400 at 395 nm and 2300 at 358 nm are obtained. Semiconductor microcavities with high quality factor (Q) resonances in the ultraviolet (UV) range will allow to seek original fundamental effects and applications in the field of optoelectronics. For emitters coupled to such a cavity in the weak coupling range, microlasing might well be a solution to obtain a compact semiconductor source at UV wavelengths (300-400 nm). 1 In the strong coupling regime, the large excitonic binding energy of excitons in wide bandgap semiconductors will allow for polariton lasing at room-temperature and large excitation densities. 2 Compared to the III-As, III-P or Si systems in which extraordinarily large quality factors can be obtained thanks in particular to a mastering of the dry-etching process, it is much more challenging to process microcavities in III-N semiconductors because (1) these compounds are intrinsically more difficult to etch smoothly and (2) resonant structures in the UV are much smaller in size than similar structures resonant in the near infrared so that they are more sensitive to light scattering defects introduced during the process. Microdisk cavities and photonic crystal cavities have been fabricated at blue-violet wavelengths in the InGaN/GaN system with Qs up to 4000 in the case of microdisks 3,4 while a Q of 5200 at 420 nm was recently reported for L7 cavities in a suspended photonic crystal membrane. 5 The GaN/AlGaN system allows to go further into the UV. In this system, Arita and coworkers demonstrated a Q of 2400 at 383 nm in an AlN photonic crystal membrane L7 cavity containing GaN quantum dots (QDs). 6 In a similar system, Néel and coworkers demonstrated a Q of 1800 at 425 nm in a L3 cavity obtained by conformal growth on a patterned silicon substrate. 7 Concerning microdisks, a Q of 7300 at 413 nm was demonstrated in a 5 lm diameter AlN microdisk containing GaN QDs. 8 We study in the present article AlN nanocavities obtained by a small width modulation of photonic crystal W1 waveguide. We identify both confined modes and guided modes, with two families of modes: a low energy one is even with respect to the waveguide axis while the high energy one is odd. Finally, we demonstrate at room temperature a record high Q of 4400 at 395 nm in such a low volume cavity at UV wavelength while a Q of 2300 is demonstrated at 358 nm.
The studied samples were grown on silicon (111) substrates by ammonia molecular beam epitaxy. A 35 nm-thick buffer layer of AlN is first grown on the Si substrate, followed by the growth of one plane of GaN QDs, which is then capped by 35 nm AlN. 9 It has previously been shown that despite the thinness of the AlN buffer on the highly mismatched Si substrate, the GaN QDs luminesce efficiently, even at room temperature. 9 A 100-nm thick silica layer is then deposited in order to be used as a hard mask for AlN etching. The silica layer is patterned by a 80 keV e-beam lithography followed by reactive ion etching. After cleaning of the resist residues, the pattern is transferred to AlN by chlorine-based inductively coupled plasma etching with Cl 2 / Ar (20 sccm/5 sccm) gas. Finally, the membrane is released by selective etching of the Si substrate using XeF 2 gas ( Figure 1 ). The growth of the nitride layer on a silicon 191104 (2012) substrate has the advantage of making these structures potentially compatible with Si-based microelectronics for future integration and to ease the release of the photonic crystal membrane as highly selective etching processes between Si and III-N are available. This is in strong contrast with the complex process needed for selective removal of SiC (Ref. 6) Nanocavities were defined in W1 waveguides (Figure 1 ) by slightly displacing 30 holes away from the waveguide center, following a design proposed by Kuramochi and coworkers: 11 we used design A1 of their Figure 1 , varying the displacement d (corresponding to d A in Ref. 11) from 3 to 12 nm in steps of 3 nm. The lattice parameter a was set to 150 nm or 170 nm, while the ratio of the hole radius r to the lattice parameter a was either 0.25 or 0.27. The cavities were probed at room temperature by microphotoluminescence using a focused CW laser (spot size $1 lm) at 244 nm (frequency doubled Ar laser) or 266 nm (Crylas/FQCW 266-50). The excitation laser was focused through a microscope objective (numerical aperture 0.4) on the center of the pattern (i.e., at the cavity location) and the photoluminescence (PL) was collected through the same objective. The PL signal was analyzed by a grating spectrometer with 550 mm focal length (1200 grooves mm À1 or 3600 grooves mm À1 gratings) and detected by an UV-enhanced liquid nitrogen cooled Si charge coupled device detector. Figure 2 shows typical PL spectra of series of cavities with a ¼ 170 nm, r ¼ 46 nm, and varying d. All spectra show well-defined peaks distributed in two groups: a low energy group in the 3.19-3.25 eV range, and a high energy group in the 3.32-3.40 eV range. Such a wealth of spectral features has not been reported in the literature on similar cavities. Indeed, these cavities have so far been probed by transmission measurements with a focus on the confined cavity mode (which in our case corresponds to the low energy peak of each group as analyzed hereafter). From Figure 2 , it appears that the peaks follow a trend when d varies, for instance the lowest energy peak blue-shifts when d is reduced. In order to assign these peaks, we have performed 3D-FDTD simulations of the structure. In Figure 2 , we indicate the calculated spectral positions of the lowest energy modes of each group of peaks. In the low energy group of peaks (around 3.2 eV), the numerical simulation shows that the low energy peak corresponds to a tightly confined mode in the cavity defined by the slight hole displacement at the waveguide center. The peaks at slightly larger energy (still in the low energy group) correspond to the fundamental guided mode of the W1 waveguide with even symmetry for the H z or E y field amplitude with respect to the waveguide axis. Interestingly, the high energy group of peaks (around 3.33 eV) also consists of a cavity mode and a guided mode, however, in that case with odd symmetry (see Figure 2) , as also reported in Ref. 12 . These modes are usually not seen in transmission experiments as the probe beam has even symmetry and thus only couples to the even symmetry fundamental mode of the waveguide. Both for even and odd modes, the theoretical trend when varying d follows the expected behavior: the guided modes shift only marginally when varying d as the cavities only weakly perturb the extended guided modes. The confined modes of the nanocavity shift to lower energy with respect to the guided mode when d is increased as the depth of this defect level increases.
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When comparing the calculated absolute positions of the modes with the experimental data, Figure 2 shows that a good agreement is obtained for both the even cavity modes and the odd cavity modes. To be more quantitative, we have compared ( Figure 3 ) simulation and experimental data in terms of splitting between the even cavity mode and the even guided mode, and between even and odd cavity modes. In that case, a good agreement is found between the calculation and the experimental spectra, thus giving confidence that the peak assignment is correct.
An important figure of merit for optical cavities is the quality factor. For the studied sample, quality factors in the 2000-4000 range were routinely measured for the even cavity resonance. The simulations indicate an intrinsic Q factor between $10 000 (for d ¼ 12 nm) and 20 000 (for d ¼ 3 nm) for the series presented in Figure 2 . The experimental values for Q are thus still far from the theoretical maximum value. Reasons for that could be in residual absorption, scattering on process-induced defects, and deviations from the nominal design. We note that L3 cavities processed in the same conditions on the same sample exhibit much lower quality factors in the 1000-2000 range. As residual absorption would have a similar effect (or even larger) in waveguide cavities than in L3 cavities, the observed trend seems to indicate that residual absorption is not the dominant factor. It rather suggests that the waveguide cavities show more robustness with respect to processing defects than L3 cavities. On the other hand, waveguide cavities have a modal volume (2.2 (k/n) 3 ) larger than that of L3 cavities (0.8 (k/n) 3 ) so that both types of cavities in our sample have their own advantage for cavity quantum optoelectronics. Although the simulations predict a larger quality factor for width-modulated waveguide cavities with a small displacement d, we did not observe such a trend experimentally. This is not surprising as the experimentally measured Q is much lower than the theoretical limit, so that intrinsic photonic losses play a minor role in the experimental Q factor. It appears that a given cavity quality factor depends more on the slight variations of the process quality than on the cavity parameters. The largest measured Q factor is 4400 at 395 nm ( Figure 4 ) for a cavity with a ¼ 170 nm and r ¼ 0.27 a. This corresponds to a Purcell factor of 150. A general trend is that cavities resonating at shorter wavelengths (i.e., with a ¼ 150 nm) tend to have smaller quality factors. We nonetheless could measure a quality factor of 2300 for a cavity resonating at 358 nm (Figure 4) , which shows that small volume/large quality factor cavities can be fabricated and probed in the UV.
In conclusion, we have presented an optical study in the UV of high quality factor cavities designed as shallow defects in a photonic crystal waveguide. The comparison with theoretical calculations allows to identify confined and guided modes, both of even and odd symmetries with respect to the waveguide axis. While these nanocavities establish the state of the art for AlN based cavities resonating at UV wavelength, their processing can still be improved in order to approach the theoretical Q values. Interestingly, the resonant wavelength of the most UV cavity shown in Figure 4 is around the bandgap of GaN. This shows that the prospect of fabricating high quality photonic crystal for strong coupling with the bulk GaN exciton is realistic. 
